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Handling Unscheduled Visits
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Introduction
The way the SDTMIGs recommend to handle unscheduled visits is at least … bizarre.
First of all, for most domains, they require a variable VISITNUM (visit number) as a derivative of
VISIT (visit name) with the notice "Numeric version of VISIT, used for sorting". Very probably
meant is "for chronological sorting". As the chronology is however already provided by the –DTC
(date/time of collection), it looks that the only reason for VISITNUM is that reviewers are
uncapable to sort on date/time-s, maybe that the only thing they can sort on is numeric values1.
Unfortunately, it looks as CDISC has once again given in to demands of the regulatory agencies to
compensate for the primitiveness of their review tools.

Also very strange is that VISITNUM must come, though it is a derivative of  VISIT, before VISIT,
which is … bad design …

The way VISITNUM is defined, as a number, makes it complicated when there are unscheduled
visits, i.e. visits that are executed between planned ("scheduled") visits. Essentially, such visits
should not get a VISITNUM when the data is already coming (on basis of –DTC) in chronological
order. Well, ideally, VISITNUM should not be present anyway when the data is already coming in
chronological order. Essentially, the SDTM requirement for VISITNUM reminds me of the punch
cards of the 80ies, where we used column 73-80 for a sequence number for the worst case that we
dropped our stack of cards.

One popular of treating VISITNUM for an unscheduled visit is to assign it a high number like "99"
or "999". Essentially, this should be more than sufficient when the data is coming in chronological
order, as there is no reason at all for the reviewer to have to "sort" the data.
I consider this as the best practice.
Remark also that VISIT and VISITNUM for unscheduled visits should not appear in the trial design
TV (Trial Visits) dataset, as this domain should only contain "planned" visits.

Another approach, also recommended by an, in the mean time, retired Phuse paper, is to use
fractional numbers (like "3.1", "3.2" …) for VISITNUM for unscheduled visits.

1 As SDTM and SEND are using ISO-8601 notation, date/time-s can also simply be sorted alphabetically, giving the
same result as when first converting to "calendar" date/time-s and then sorting.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punched_card#IBM_80-column_format_and_character_codes
https://phuse.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/Deliverables/Optimizing+the+Use+of+Data+Standards/Best+Practices+–+Assigning+VISITNUM+and+EPOCH.pdf
https://phuse.s3.eu-central-1.amazonaws.com/Deliverables/Optimizing+the+Use+of+Data+Standards/Best+Practices+–+Assigning+VISITNUM+and+EPOCH.pdf


This requirement asks the mappers to sort the data chronologically, then, for unscheduled visits,
(re)assign the visit number. Essentially, this means (like for assigning the –LOBXFL flag) that a
post-processing must be applied, which can easily become yet-another source for errors.

Our own recommendation is to not apply this additional post-processing step when the data already
comes in chronological order, but some of our customers want to have it anyway. So we
implemented it.

New feature in SDTM-ETL 4.4
As of version 4.4, when executing the mappings, one will notice an additional checkbox in the
"Execute Transformation (XSLT) code ..." dialog:

When one hovers the mouse over it, one obtains more information:

And when checks the checkbox, a dialog is presented:



Displaying the requirements for correct use, and an option to choose between "0.1" and "0.01" as
the increment value, i.e. the increase in number value VISITNUM should get for each subsequent
unscheduled visit.
By default, the value for VISIT will be extended with the visit number, separated by a blank.
For example, if, for the unscheduled visits, one has "$VS.VISIT = 'UNSCHEDULED'", the final
result will e.g. be "UNSCHEDULED 2.1", thus taking care of the 1:1 relation between VISIT and
VISITNUM.
One can however switch this off by unchecking the checkbox "Concatenate generated VISITNUM
value to value of VISIT. One can also provide another character (e.g. "-") As the separator instead
of the blank character.

The requirements for correct use are important:

- The data needs to be sorted chronologically (see further)
- The value for "VISIT" (visit name) in the SDTM must be set to "UNSCHEDULED" (case-
sensitive) by the mapping script, or at least be part of the visit name, otherwise the algorithm will
not recognize that this is an unscheduled visit.

For example:

- In the mapping for "VISITNUM", there must be a "null" placeholder value for the unscheduled
visit. For example:



Where a "null" (empty) placeholder visit number is assigned when in the source data, a visit is
declared as "unscheduled" by the identifier "UNS"2.

For the requirement that the data must be in chronological order, there are two possibilities:

- The source data is already ordered chronologically (as essentially required by the ODM standard,
but not every EDC vendor adheres to this). In such a case, except for checking the checkbox
"Perform post-processing unscheduled VISITNUM", nothing special needs to be done.
- The source data is not ordered chronologically (based on the date/time of collection).
In that case, one will also need to check the checkbox "Re-sort records using define.xml keys"

which pops up an information dialog:

and take care that the "sorting keys" are well defined, meaning that e.g. –DTC is among them. For
example:

2 There can be of course other ways the visit can be identified as "unscheduled" ...



Please take into account that using VISITNUM as a sort key is not a good idea here, as we want to
generate VISITNUM ...3

Just as a reminder: setting the keys for a dataset (and for other dataset properties) can be achieved
by a double-click on the first cell in the row for that dataset definition.

So, in our case, we would then e.g. have:

When then executing, this e.g. leads to:

3 In the final define.xml that is submitted, one can of course than use VISITNUM as a key again, though there is no
extra advantage to do so.



Where one sees that 2 unscheduled visit have been taken place between the planned visits V1 and
V3, for which VISITNUM=1.1 and VISITNUM=1.2 has been assigned.

Important remark: if the data is not ordered chronologically, and one asks to assign
VISITNUM for unscheduled visits automatically, incorrect values for VISITNUM will be
assigned.

Some companies prefer to have VISITNUM for unscheduled visits still based on e.g. "99", but with
a fraction added, e.g. "99.1", "99.2", meaning that it is not looked at what the value of VISITNUM
was in the planned visit that took place immediately before the unscheduled visit.
This is also possible in SDTM-ETL.

To do so, just assign "99" (or whatever other number one may want to use as the "base") to
VISITNUM in the mapping script, e.g.:

When then having the checkbox "Perform post-processing unscheduled VISITNUM" and having
taken care that the data is ordered chronologically, the outcome will e.g. be:



Conclusions
VISITNUM should not be an SDTM variable. It looks as it is only there because reviewers at
regulatory authorities wanted it as they are uncapable to sort data by collection data (–DTC or –
STDTC values). The introduction of VISITNUM (for "sorting") causes additional problems, rather
than solving some, especially for unscheduled visits. When the data is already sorted
chronologically, the use of "99" or "999" for VISITNUM surely makes sense. However, many
sponsors want to have fractional numbers for VISITNUM for unscheduled visits, based on the
VISITNUM of the last scheduled visit.
The feature to do so, using a post-processing step has now been added to SDTM-ETL.


